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“absorbing and quite compelling…a book that is full of good things…”     (Admap, June 2003)     

Traditionally, company leaders develop a business strategy based on bottom lines and profit margins, then hire an ad agency to back up that strategy with creative advertising. But history shows that some of the most effective branding campaigns are born when companies work with ad agencies to develop a business strategy that has a big, creative idea at its heart–what CEO of Euro RSCG Bob Schmetterer calls the Creative Business Idea.
 In Leap, Bob Schmetterer shows advertisers how to combine advertising creativity and bottom-line realities to develop winning business strategies and winning ad campaigns. He analyzes some of the most creative business ideas in history, showing how successful advertising and marketing strategies do more than simply communicate the brand–they define it. Advertisers know how to create demand for an existing brand, but Schmetterer argues that the next challenge for advertisers is to help their clients apply creative thinking to their core business strategy before they launch a branding blitz. 

 Leap is about connecting the left brain and the right brain to develop solid business strategies that are also creative, fresh, and exciting. Its about mixing businesss cold fixation on numbers with the warm heart of art and creativity to build revolutionary brands. Its about connecting with and listening to the client, understanding the business and the product, tapping into the clients passion for the product, and transmitting that passion to the consumer. Its about what happens when the business makes creativity part of its core strategy–enabling it to move beyond self-imposed boundaries and expand the limits of its reach. 

 With a wealth of examples from Volvo to Purdue, Schmetterer shows ad agencies and managers how to help their clients develop the big, creative idea that will transform their businesses–and perhaps their industries. Its time for companies to make the Leap that synthesizes business and creativity to reap the full rewards of profitable innovation. 

BOB SCHMETTERER is Chairman and CEO of Euro RSCG Worldwide, a one of the worlds top five global advertising and communications agencies with clients such as Intel, Peugeot, Air France, Orange, Abby National, MCI, Danone Group, Reckitt Benckiser, Volvo, and Yahoo! 

       Teaches leaders in every industry how to win big by thinking different. Contains great insight, great integrity, and clarity about the important part that values linked to understanding play in creative work.
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JMP Connections: The Art of Utilizing Connections In Your Data (Wiley and SAS Business Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Achieve best-in-class metrics and get more from your data with JMP


	JMP Connections is the small- and medium-sized business owner's guide to exceeding customer expectations by getting more out of your data using JMP. Uniquely bifunctional, this book is divided into two parts: the first half of the book shows you...
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Software Testing Automation Tips: 50 Things Automation Engineers Should KnowApress, 2017

	Quickly access 50 tips for software test engineers using automated methods. The tips point to practices that save time and increase the accuracy and reliability of automated test techniques. Techniques that play well during demos of testing tools often are not the optimal techniques to apply on a running project. This book highlights those...
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Distributed Intelligent Systems: A Coordination PerspectiveSpringer, 2009
Distributed Intelligent Systems: A Coordination Perspective addresses and comprehensively answers commonly asked questions about coordination in agent-oriented distributed systems. Characterizing the state-of-the-art research in the field of coordination with regard to the development of distributed agent-oriented systems is a particularly...
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Geo-informatics in Sustainable Ecosystem and Society: 6th International Conference, GSES 2018, Handan, China, September 25–26, 2018, Revised Selected ... in Computer and Information Science)Springer, 2019

	
		This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th International Conference on Geo-informatics in Sustainable Ecosystem and Society, GSES 2018, held in Handan, China, in September 2018.

	
		The 46 papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 153 submissions and focus on spatial data...
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Java in 21 Days, Sams Teach Yourself (Covering Java 8) (7th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2016

	In just 21 days you can acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to develop applications on your computer and apps that run on Android phones and tablets. With this complete tutorial you’ll quickly master the basics and then move on to more advanced features and concepts.


	Completely updated for Java 8,...
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Open Problems in Network Security: IFIP WG 11.4 International Workshop, iNetSec 2011Springer, 2012


	The international workshop iNetSec 2011 – Open Problems in Network Security—

	is dedicated to open problem and research directions on all aspects related to

	network security. It is the main workshop of working group WG 11.4 of the

	IFIP. This year, iNetSec was co-located with IFIP SEC 2011 in Lucerne on June

	9 and...
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